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ABSTRACT

Densho is a nonprofit organization started in 1996 with the goal of
documenting oral histories from Japanese Americans who were
incarcerated during World War II. The HistoryMakers is a
nonprofit established in 1999 with the goal of documenting video
life oral history interviews highlighting the accomplishments of
individual African Americans and African-American-led groups
and movements. Both collections share the goal of broader,
deeper use of the oral history content through digitization and
automated processing where appropriate. This demonstration
showcases the application of Carnegie Mellon Informedia digital
video library processing and interfaces to enhance access into the
interview segments.
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MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
A recently published research agenda for improving access to
recorded interviews notes that emerging technologies offer the
potential to radically transform the way in which oral histories are
made accessible, and that such technologies can encourage the
greater use of audio and audiovisual records.
Automatic
transcription, improved alignment of existing transcripts, and
additional metadata, particularly at the story segment level, are
suggested as means of overcoming the tediousness of navigating
through thousands of hours of linear audio and video [1].
The Informedia research group at Carnegie Mellon University has
worked with an oral history archive, The HistoryMakers, to apply
such automated techniques and generate time-aligned metadata
for use in accessing the video narratives [2]. A study in 2007
showed the value of representing the oral histories in video form,
especially for exploratory search [3]. A talk and demonstration at
the Oral History Association Annual Meeting in Pittsburgh, PA in
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2008 attracted broader interest in the use of Informedia processing
and interfaces to improving accessibility into digitized oral
histories, especially those where manual transcriptions were
already in hand. Generating transcripts automatically through
speech recognition is possible but with a huge error range and set
of specific research issues for dealing with noise, accents,
vocabulary, etc., as discussed well in [1]. The Densho corpus,
like the HistoryMakers corpus, benefits from Informedia
processing for automated speech alignment of provided transcript
text (rather than generation of such text from the speech signal).
Additional Informedia processing includes a Lemur text search
service against the text metadata, geographic search and overview
based on automated extraction of locations from text through
named entity extraction, and a set of views emphasizing different
attributes of video sets (storyboards, maps, Visual Information
Browsing Environment (VIBE) scatterplots, etc., as illustrated
with HistoryMakers materials in [2]).
This demonstration illustrates the applicability of Informedia
processing and interfaces for subsets of two oral history
collections: Densho [4] and HistoryMakers [5]. Shared goals of
these collections include preserving historically valuable stories
and providing a means of exploring issues of democracy,
intolerance, civil rights and the responsibilities of citizenship in
our increasingly global society. It is hoped that through interfaces
like the one demonstrated here, that the oral history resources can
expand awareness of the United States’ diverse history and
stimulate critical thinking.
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